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Introduction: As you begin to customize the Studio portion of your Kapost instance, you’ll notice 
that many pieces have already been built for you. This is because Kapost provides a foundational 
instance, which contains Content Types, Initiative Types, Workflows, and Custom Fields, to begin the 
configuration process. 

This guide will walk you through how to make additional customizations as well as how to maintain 
your Kapost instance as an administrator.  
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Content Types represent the different assets you produce (e.g., blog posts, case studies, infographics, 
etc.). Content Types are designed to support a specific file type like a PDF, HTML text, or video. Kapost 
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Guidelines and Best Practices 

• To avoid overwhelming content creators, keep your Content Type list to a minimum. We 
recommend a maximum of 15 Content Types 

• Content Types should be added if:
 » You need to filter this Content Type in the Gallery and a custom field won’t do the trick
 » You need to report on this Content Type separately from other content and a custom field 
won’t do the trick

 » You absolutely need a different Workflow
• Only list the Content Types you currently produce
• Make a unique icon for each Content Type for easy identification 
• Eliminate default Content Types that do not apply to your business during initial setup
• Content Types may have a dependency on a publishing destination. Consult documentation and/or 

your Kapost contact for the publishing integration to identify limitations
• Content Types can only have one body type. Use any file type as the default body type for 

everything except video and HTML 
• Each Content Type can only have one Workflow (Users can modify individual asset Workflows as 

needed when creating content)
• Your list of Content Types should be easily understood by your team and it should be easy for 

them to select the appropriate Content Type for the content they work on  

On-Going Maintenance:

As the administrator of your instance you should maintain the following:
• Content Type Names—do not adjust the field name if the Content Type is integrated with an 

external application
• Adding Content Types (limit based on guidelines above)

Consult the Kapost Team for the following:
• Deleting Content Types
• Combining Content Types

• Adjusting the Body of Content Types
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Content Workflows
 
A Workflow contains a set of tasks indicating the 
status and key handoffs on a piece of content. 
Each Workflow task should have an assigned 
task owner and deadline to provide visibility and 
accountability throughout the asset’s production 
lifecycle. Workflow tasks help inform the status of 
content in multiple places including the editorial 
calendar. Note, your Kapost instance will have 
default Workflows setup for each Content Type. 

  
Guidelines and Best Practices

• Keep your Workflow steps to a minimum to 
avoid overwhelming content creators with 
unnecessary or over-engineered steps. We 
recommend a maximum of 10 Workflows 
steps per Content Type 

• Task title should be concise, clear, and actionable
• Ensure at least a subset of your Workflow tasks have standard names across all Content Types to 

support streamlined reports and allow you to create calendar views easily; variations can exist if 
no standard reporting or visibility is needed. For example, a useful calendar view is the “Publish” or 
“Go Live” deadline for all content assets. In order to see the published deadline across all content 
assets, you must have the same naming convention for this task across all Content Types 

• If a process works outside of Kapost, do not break it; you can represent an external process with 
one task, so the status of the content is always visible in Kapost. (e.g., a task named “Design” could 
represent many steps that the design team manages) 

• Naming conventions should support the reports and calendar views most important to your team 
• Assign a user to every task when possible to create accountability and avoid content stalling out or 

being forgotten 
• Tasks should fulfill one of the following needs:

 » Something measurable
 » Something to view on the calendar
 » Something to track, e.g., legal approvals
 » Something for visibility and/or accountability, e.g., the Content status

• Think of tasks as major handoffs or statuses
• Tasks should not include every step beneath a major handoff
• Tasks should not encompass assumed tasks
• Tasks should change owners in almost all cases

(Figure 2)
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• During initial setup, focus on how major statuses impact reporting and visibility needs;  additional 
steps can always be added to templates 

On-Going Maintenance:

As the administrator of your instance you should maintain the following:
• Adding, deleting, or editing tasks on Content Types for Content that will be created moving 

forward. 

Consult the Kapost Team for the following:
• Changing content workflows on Content Types for existing content.
• Smart deadline guidance and setup. (See section below)

For more guidance on how to make updates to your Workflows, please see the Saving in Settings 
help articles.

Smart Deadlines
 
Smart Deadlines enable greater Workflow automation. 
When configured correctly, Smart Deadlines can 
save users time because they don’t need to assign 
a deadline to every task. Smart Deadlines will also 
help keep the Workflow up to date for visibility into 
the correct status of each asset on the calendar. 

A Smart Deadline is a deadline that is set to be dependent 
on another task. The Smart Deadline will auto-populate 
a deadline based on the corresponding task deadline or 
completion date.  It’s possible to link a Smart Deadline 
to ANY other task in the Workflow. Your Kapost instance 
does not have default Smart Deadlines. This is because 
Smart Deadlines vary greatly from team to team.

Guidelines and Best Practices 

• Make all Smart Deadlines interrelated. This allows dates 
to auto-populate along with ordered deadlines even 
when one task deadline is changed. Don’t let a group 
of task deadlines be siloed. If this happens, there’s a 
risk the task order will be incorrect when you make 
adjustments to any individual deadline (Figure 3)

https://help.kapost.com/hc/en-us/articles/212464627-Saving-In-Settings
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• There are two ways to set up Smart Deadlines following 
the interrelation best practice. Each should be 
considered depending on how your business operates. 

 » Relate every Smart Deadline to one step in 
the Workflow such as working backwards 
from a publish date (Figure 3)

• Pro: If a task is deleted, the rest of your 
workflow is not affected

• Con: If a deadline in the middle of 
the workflow changes then the tasks 
before and after do not update. 

 » Note: Smart Deadlines 
cannot be dragged and 
dropped on the Calendar. 
The only way to change the 
deadline of a Smart Task is 
to alter the Workflow on the 
asset itself. The “anchor date” 
(in Figure 3 it is Publish or 
Go Live) can be dragged and 
dropped on the calendar.

• Relate every Smart Deadline to the task before or after 
it (Figure 4)

 » Pro: If any deadline in the workflow changes 
then the tasks before and after change as well

 » Con: If a task is deleted, the logic is broken and 
any other related task will no longer have a 
deadline

• Note: Smart Deadlines cannot be 
dragged and dropped on the calendar. 
The only way to change the deadline of 
a Smart Task is to alter the Workflow 
on the asset itself. The “anchor date” (in 
Figure 4 it is Publish or Go Live) can be 
dragged and dropped on the Calendar.

• Choose which method you will use by thinking about how your organization operates. Make sure 
you coach/train your users on the scenario that applies to them. 

 » Are users deleting tasks more often? If so, then choose option 1.
 » Are users changing deadlines for tasks more often? If so, then choose option 2.

• If you do choose option one above relating all Smart Deadlines to one task in the Workflow, make 
sure you use business days only and not hours. When you use hours mixed with business days the 
Smart Deadlines can cascade outside of business hours making them irrelevant. 

(Figure 4)
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• Make the task related to the completion 
(rather than the deadline) of another task 
when the deadline date does not need to be 
seen on a calendar until it is relevant, (e.g., The 
“Review” task deadline is set to be three days 
after the completion of the “Submit Content” 
task. The “Review” task deadline won’t auto-
populate with a deadline until the “Submit 
Content” task is checked off) (Figure 5)

• Avoid  over-engineering the Workflow; you may 
discover it doesn’t work for your team. Start with 
a few tasks you know will be completed in that 
amount of time, then add as needed. This prevents 
content creators from getting frustrated with 
unreasonable deadlines 

• Base your Smart Deadlines off past experience, e.g., how long it usually takes to complete a task
• When possible, assign a user to every task, creating accountability and avoiding Workflow 

bottlenecks 

Success Stories:
• Customer A has had success with Smart Deadlines, which alert their social and PR team that 

content is complete and ready for promotion. It’s also helpful with making sure the calendar gets 
populated

• Customer Z is setting up their entire Workflow with Smart Deadlines. It allows the PM’s to amend 
the end date and have the rest of the process update appropriately.

 
On-Going Maintenance:

As the administrator of your instance you should maintain the following:
 
As the administrator of your instance you should maintain the following:

• Small changes to Smart Deadlines applied moving forward

Consult the Kapost Team for the following:
• Strategizing on what Smart Deadlines could help your team automate content and initiative 

creation 
• Initial setup of Smart Deadlines for all Content Types
• Revamping the entire Smart Deadline portion of settings 
• Any changes that you need applied retroactively

(Figure 5)
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Custom Fields
 
Custom Fields support four main purposes:

1. Ensuring initiatives and content assets map to company 
strategy with the correct metadata/data points

2. Enabling filtering of content and initiatives for Gallery and Studio repurposing, reporting, 
visibility, and calendar viewing. *Applies only to multiselect and dropdown field types

3. Enabling integrations: Custom Fields send specific information to integrated tools, 
(e.g., fields mapping to a CMS or YouTube description field mapping to YouTube)

4. Providing an area to record relevant data for content production to aid Workflows 
and collaboration (e.g., a video script text or a link to a shared editing tool) 

Your Kapost instance will have default Custom Fields.

Guidelines and Best Practices

• Keep consistency of Custom Fields across all Content and Initiative Types to streamline reporting 
and calendar creation

• Add at least three Custom Fields that apply to every Content Type for effective filtering
• Define values rather than using open text fields as much as possible; using multiselect and 

dropdown fields makes reporting and filtering easier while increasing data consistency
• For multiselect and dropdown fields, always select the following checkboxes in Custom Fields 

settings:
 » Show this field as a filter on the content catalog and calendar pages

(Figure 6)
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• Determines if the Custom Field will be made available as a filter and in the content 
catalog and calendar pages

 » Display in Studio Preview and Gallery
• Determines if a Custom Field and its value will display in the preview pane as well 

as be available in the Gallery as a Custom Filter

 » Display in content tab column selector and Custom Reports
• Determines if the Custom Field will be made available in the menu that appears 

when the column selector icon is selected in the Content or Initiative catalogs
• Date type Custom Fields don’t display on calendars; if a date is important to display on the 

calendar, it should be included in the Workflow
• Mandatory fields can be bypassed when creating content but will be noted as important
• When determining which Custom Fields you need, you should be able to answer “yes” to the 

following criteria:
 » Is this field important for content insight?
 » Will the team easily be able to classify this information, e.g., will team members complete 
this field?

 » Will I measure and review the data collected from this Custom Field?
• Only add Custom Fields that support one of the three purposes described; extraneous fields make 

tagging content cumbersome and hinders adoption
• Be sure to think about working backwards with Custom Fields. What reports do you need to be 

successful? How will you be searching for content later
• Custom Field names should also match names of fields in other integrations, even if you are not 

integrating these destinations through Kapost. This helps with consistency and makes it easier 
should you decide to integrate with that connection later on 

• Do not use “all” as a value. Select all of the available values instead. This is because you won’t have 
an accurate value count when searching,e.g., if you search by vertical and do not select “all” you will 
not see all of the content assets with where vertical applies

• Keep the order of Custom Fields consistent across all Content and Initiative Types. 
• Emphasize the value of using a Custom Fields to track links to external platforms, e.g., Google docs
• Use “none” and “other” values as a catchall. Do an audit of the “other” value quarterly to figure out 

why that was selected, and if the Custom Field values need to be modified

On-Going Maintenance:

As the administrator of your instance you should maintain the following:
• Adding and removing Custom Fields from their assigned Content Types
• Changing the name of a Custom Field - don’t adjust the field name if the Custom Field is integrated 

with an external application
• Adding values to dropdown and multi select Custom Fields - don’t change the existing values in 

Custom Fields unless you don’t care about the existing data associated with those values. Even an 
extra space will be considered a change
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• Choosing to include fields in your preview and tab selectors in content catalog
• Adding new fields

Consult the Kapost Team for the following:
• Changing or deleting values of dropdown or multiselect Custom Fields
• Deleting Custom Fields

Initiative Types 
 
Initiatives allow you to group multiple content assets around a common theme or campaign. Events, 
product launches, and nurture tracks are common uses for Initiative Types to keep your content 
organized. Initiative Types are created in settings and have designated Workflows and Custom Fields. 
Your Kapost instance will have default Initiative Types. 

 

Guidelines and Best Practices 

• Think of an Initiative as a way of organizing your content into broader themes or topics
• Only list Initiative Types that are currently being produced
• Make each Initiative Type color/icon unique
• It’s okay for an Initiative Type not to have a Workflow, e.g., an internal event with no high-level 

Workflow steps. 
• Note, individual Content assets within an Initiative also have their own Workflows
• Content cannot be surfaced in Kapost Canvas if it’s not associated with an Initiative. You may 

consider creating an ongoing Initiative for all unplanned Content that’s not associated with an 
Initiative yet

(Figure 7)
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• Assign a user to every task when possible to create accountability and avoid initiatives  “stalling 
out” or being forgotten 

On-Going Maintenance:

As the administrator of your instance you should maintain the following:
• Adding Initiative Types following guidelines above
• Adding and removing Custom Fields from Initiative Types
• Changing the name of the Initiative Type

Consult the Kapost Team for the following:
• Strategizing on what Initiative Types could help your team execute a consistent marketing strategy 

across all teams, tools, and channels
• Deleting Initiative Types

• Combining Initiative Types

Initiative Workflows
Initiative Workflow tasks should represent key events that are necessary to complete your Initiative. 
These will provide insight into the status of your Initiative. Initiative Workflows track higher level items 
that are not specific to a Content asset. (e.g., Booking hotel rooms or making reservations for an event) 
Your Kapost instance will have default Workflows setup for each Initiative Type. 

Guidelines and Best Practices 

• Keep your Workflow steps to a minimum to avoid overwhelming content creators with unnecessary 
or over-engineered steps. We recommend a maximum of 7 Workflows steps per Initiative Type

• Ensure each task title is concise, clear, and actionable
• Keep the Workflow steps high-level and don’t include steps specific to content; steps to create 

content are included in the content asset’s Workflow
• Naming conventions should support the reports and calendar views most important to your team; 

ensure standard task names across all initiatives to support reporting and calendar views
• Variations in naming convention can exist if no standard reporting or visibility is needed

On-Going Maintenance:

As the administrator of your instance you should maintain the following:
• Adding, deleting, or editing tasks for initiatives that will be applied moving forward
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Consult the Kapost Team for the following:
• Changing Initiative Workflows on Initiative Types for existing initiatives 

• Smart Deadline guidance and setup (See Smart Deadline section)

 
For more guidance on how to make updates to your Workflows, please see the Saving in Settings 
help article.

Initiative Templates
 
Initiative Templates are used to populate an initiative with a predetermined list of content assets. They 
can help automate the creation of initiatives for content creators.  For example, you may want to create 
a template for a product launch if there is a consistent set of content assets being created with each 
launch, (e.g., three blog posts, one eBook, one infographic, one webinar). Your Kapost instance doesn’t 
have default Initiative Templates. This is because Initiative Templates vary greatly from team to team.  

 
Guidelines and Best Practices

• Define the initiatives where there are consistent types of content being created e.g., quarterly 
product launches

• Define the content assets, e.g.two blog posts, four emails, one webinar, etc.
• Title assets according to real life e.g., launch announcement blog post, launch email, etc.
• Best practices when you apply the Initiative Template are to first:
• Modify content titles and Custom Fields on all assets
• Assign owners to each asset in “assigned to” field

(Figure 8)

https://help.kapost.com/hc/en-us/articles/212464627-Saving-In-Settings
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• Assign task owners and deadlines to each task within each asset
• Consider creating small and large versions of Initiative Templates with varying quantities of content 

assets for each Initiative Type
• Get feedback from Kapost users on the Initiative Templates would help automate the creation 

process based on what they’re doing today 

On-Going Maintenance:

As the administrator of your instance you should maintain the following:
• Adding Initiative Templates
• Deleting Initiative Templates

Consult the Kapost Team for the following:
• Strategizing on what Initiative Templates could help your team automate the initiative creation 

process

Crowdsource Form
 
The Crowdsource Form lets you gather 
ideas from individuals that aren’t  Kapost 
users via an external facing form. 
Crowdsourcing Forms are accessed 
and shared using an external link. Ideas 
submitted via the form flow directly into 
your Idea Catalog inside of Kapost.

Examples of Crowdsource 
Form Usage:

• A customer can submit an idea or 
request for a new or revised content 
asset

• A member of the sales team 
identifies a gap in content and makes 
a request

• A centralized marketing hub to 
determine what your team will 
produce based on budget and 
workload (Figure 9)
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Find more articles to help you become 
a power user at help.kapost.com

 
Your Kapost instance will have a default Content Type meant for crowdsourcing titled 
“Crowdsource Form (Example).”

Guidelines and Best Practices

• Begin designing your Crowdsource Form after viewing the default example
• Any forms you currently use to gather ideas or requests are a great starting point for creating  

Crowdsource Forms
• Make Custom Fields clear and concise to get the information you want
• Text, logo, and instructions can be added to the top of your form to help guide idea submissions

Success Stories:
• Third-party freelancers can submit blog topics and users can manage the approval process in 

Kapost
• Gather ideas from outside your core team. Company A uses it to minimize the number of emails 

and requests received from those who do not have Kapost logins
• Gather ideas in Kapost to identify themes in requests.  This helps plan larger and more strategic 

initiatives

http://www.help.kapost.com



